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Abstract 14 

In California, it is essential to understand the evolution of water resources in response to a 15 

changing climate to sustain its economy and agriculture and build resilient communities. Although 16 

extreme conditions have characterized the historical hydroclimate of California, climate change 17 

will likely intensify hydroclimatic extremes by the End of Century (EoC). However, few studies 18 

have investigated the impacts of EoC extremes on watershed hydrology. We use cutting-edge 19 

global climate and integrated hydrologic models to simulate EoC extremes and their effects on the 20 

water-energy balance. We assess the impacts of projected driest, median, and wettest water years 21 

under a Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 on the hydrodynamics of the Cosumnes 22 

river basin. High temperatures (>2.5°C) and precipitation (>38%) will characterize the EoC 23 

extreme water years compared to their historical counterparts. Also, precipitation, mostly in the 24 

form of rain, is projected to fall earlier. This change reduces snowpack by more than 90%, 25 

increases peak surface water and groundwater storages up to 75% and 23%, respectively, and 26 

makes these peak storages occur earlier in the year. Because EoC temperatures and soil moisture 27 

are high, both potential and actual evapotranspiration (ET) increase. The latter, along with the lack 28 

of snowmelt in the warm EoC, cause surface water and groundwater storages to significantly 29 

decrease in summer, with groundwater showing the highest rates of decrease. Besides, the changes 30 

in the precipitation phase lead the lower-order streams to dry out in EoC summer whereas the 31 

mainstream experiences an increase in storage. 32 

Keywords: future climate extremes, integrated hydrologic model, global climate model, end of 33 

century hydrology, watershed hydrology, water management   34 
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Introduction 35 

California, the fifth largest economy in the world, hosts one of the largest agricultural 36 

regions in the United States and is home to over 39 million people. Because of its geographic 37 

location, Mediterranean climate, geology, and landscape, the state of California is sensitive to 38 

climate change (Hayhoe et al. 2004). Understanding how water resources will evolve under a 39 

changing climate is crucial for sustaining the state’s economy and agricultural productivity. The 40 

region is especially susceptible to climate change given its reliance on the Sierra Nevada Mountain 41 

snowpack as a source of water supply (e.g., Dettinger & Anderson, 2015). Studies show that 42 

temperatures may warm by as much as 4.5°C by the End of Century (hereafter, EoC) (Cayan et 43 

al., 2008), and that snowpack is expected to decrease as most precipitation will fall as rain instead 44 

of snow and rain on snow events will exacerbate melt (Cayan et al., 2008; Gleick, 1987; Maurer, 45 

2007; Mote et al., 2005; Musselman, Clark, et al., 2017; Musselman, Molotch, et al., 2017; 46 

Rhoades, Ullrich, & Zarzycki, 2018a). Given that precipitation falls predominantly in winter 47 

months and the summers are hot and dry, the snow accumulated during the winter provides 48 

important water storage for the dry season and is crucial to meet urban demand, sustain ecosystem 49 

function, and maintain agricultural productivity (Bales et al., 2006; Dierauer et al., 2018). As such, 50 

any significant reduction in the snowpack will drastically affect the hydrology of the state (Barnett 51 

et al., 2005; Harpold & Molotch, 2015; Milly et al., 2005; Rhoades et al., 2018 a,b). 52 

Over the past several decades, researchers have worked to understand how changes in 53 

Sierra Nevada snowpack during both dry and wet periods will affect evapotranspiration (Tague & 54 

Peng, 2013) and streamflow (Berghuijs et al., 2014; Gleick, 1987; He et al., 2019; Maurer, 2007; 55 

Safeeq et al., 2014; Son & Tague, 2019; Vicuna & Dracup, 2007; Vicuna et al., 2007). Analyses 56 

of recent historical trends show that reductions in snowpack result in increases in winter 57 
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streamflow and decreases in the summer streamflow (e.g. Safeeq et al., 2012). However, the 58 

sensitivity of a given area to these climatic changes depends on many factors including geology 59 

and therefore drainage efficiency, topography, and land cover (Alo & Wang, 2008; Christensen et 60 

al., 2008; Cristea et al., 2014; Ficklin et al., 2013; Mayer & Naman, 2011; Safeeq et al., 2015; Son 61 

& Tague, 2019; Tang et al., 2019). 62 

Climate change in California is also expected to lead to unprecedented extreme conditions, 63 

which include both severe drought and intense deluge (Swain et al., 2018). In recent years, these 64 

changes have already been observed in the forms of multi-year droughts (Cook et al., 2004; Griffin 65 

& Anchukaitis, 2014; Shukla et al., 2015) and high-intensity precipitation events mainly caused 66 

by atmospheric rivers (Dettinger et al., 2004; Dettinger, 2011; Dettinger, 2013; Ralph & Dettinger, 67 

2011; Ralph et al., 2006). Periods without regular precipitation will require water management 68 

strategies to adapt to ensure demands are met. Similarly, risk management plans and/or 69 

infrastructure for floods, landslides, and other water surplus associated hazards (such as dam 70 

failure) may also require reconsideration. This will be especially true if periods of precipitation, 71 

including those associated with atmospheric rivers, become more extreme, variable, and occur 72 

over a shorter window of time (Swain et al., 2018; Gershunov et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; 73 

Rhoades et al., 2020b; Rhoades et al., 2021). Changes in water availability due to climate 74 

“whiplash” will also have important ramifications for water resource management (Wang et al., 75 

2017; Swain et al., 2018) and significantly increase annual flood damages based on the level of 76 

global warming that occurs (Rhoades et al., 2021). For example, in just the last two decades, 77 

California has experienced the most severe drought in the last 1200 years (Griffin & Anchukaitis, 78 

2014) followed by the wettest year on record (Di Liberto, 2017; SCRIPPS, 2017). These changes 79 

in meteorological patterns may become the “new normal”, raising several outstanding questions 80 
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related to how these changes in climate will impact the integrated hydrologic cycle, and 81 

subsequently water resource availability for humans and ecosystems.  82 

To project how changes in climate will impact watershed behavior, high-resolution, 83 

physics-based models are one of the most promising ways to simulate system dynamics accurately, 84 

particularly those that are non-linear, and constitute a better way to analyze a no-analog future than 85 

the models used in the previous works. Previous studies analyzed future hydrologic conditions in 86 

California but relied on models that do not 1) account for the interactions, feedbacks, and 87 

movements of water from the lower atmosphere to the subsurface; 2) represent groundwater 88 

dynamics and lateral flow; 3) incorporate physics-based high-resolution climate models and/or 4) 89 

account for decision-relevant model resolutions (e.g., Berghuijs et al., (2014); Gleick, (1987); He 90 

et al., (2019); Maurer, (2007); Safeeq et al., (2014); Son & Tague, (2019); Vicuna & Dracup, 91 

(2007); Vicuna et al., (2007)). Considerations of coupled interactions which explicitly account for 92 

groundwater connections are important (Condon et al., 2020, 2013; Maxwell and Condon, 2016), 93 

especially given groundwater is the largest reservoir in the terrestrial hydrologic budget and 94 

integral to water resource availability. Also, previous studies have focused on the mid-century 95 

period (e.g. Maurer & Duffy, 2005; Son & Tague, 2019), which may indicate a more muted signal 96 

in hydrologic impacts than at EoC. Understanding these impacts are essential because long-term 97 

climate projections show that extremes will be more frequent and significant by the EoC (Cayan 98 

et al., 2008). 99 

In this work, we assess the impacts of EoC extremely dry and intensely wet conditions on 100 

the hydrodynamics of a Californian watershed that contains one of the last naturally flowing rivers 101 

in the state. This allows us to investigate the impacts of climate change without the complexity of 102 

active water management, and thus to set the context for water management decisions. We 103 
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specifically investigate how the water and energy balance respond to climate extremes under 104 

climate change, and how those changes propagate to alter the spatiotemporal distribution of water 105 

in different compartments of the watershed. We focus our investigation on the changes in 106 

groundwater and surface water storages. The balance of these two natural reservoirs, and their 107 

relationship in response to changes in snowpack reservoir changes, is important for water 108 

management decision making. We aim to 1) strengthen our physics-based understanding of the 109 

main hydrologic processes controlling changes in hydrologic storages under a changing climate, 110 

2) quantify the magnitude and timing of these shifts in storage, and 3) identify the areas that are 111 

most vulnerable to climate change.  112 

To do so, we utilize a novel combination of cutting-edge climate and hydrologic model 113 

simulations. We use an integrated hydrologic model (ParFlow-CLM; Maxwell & Miller, 2005), 114 

which solves the water-energy balance across the Earth’s critical zone. When projecting 115 

hydrologic flows, ParFlow-CLM’s explicit inclusion of three-dimensional groundwater flow is 116 

important given its demonstrated role in impacting land surface processes like evapotranspiration 117 

(Maxwell & Condon, 2016). We drive Parflow-CLM with climate forcing from a physics-based, 118 

variable-resolution enabled global climate model (the Variable Resolution enabled Community 119 

Earth System Model, VR-CESM; Zarzycki et al., 2014) that dynamically couples multi-scale 120 

interactions within the atmosphere-ocean-land system. This novel pairing of models allows for 121 

several key considerations not present in other methods. Our approach represents both dynamical 122 

and thermodynamic atmospheric response to climate change across scales, different from “pseudo-123 

global warming” and “statistical delta” approaches used in many hydrologic modeling studies 124 

(e.g., Foster et al., 2020; Rasmussen et al., 2011). While these approaches are useful to isolate the 125 

impact of a given perturbation and/or variable, expected changes in climate will involve the co-126 
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evolution of many processes, and may therefore not account for compensating factors. The 127 

interaction between dynamical and thermodynamic responses has important, and sometimes, 128 

offsetting effects on features such as atmospheric rivers. For example, Payne et al. (2020) show 129 

that the thermodynamic response to climate change enhances atmospheric river characteristics 130 

(e.g., Clausius-Clapeyron relationship), whereas the dynamical response diminishes atmospheric 131 

river characteristics (e.g., changes in the jet stream and storm track landfall location).  Therefore, 132 

VR-CESM may simulate a more inclusive hydroclimatic response to climate change in the western 133 

United States at a resolution that is at the cutting-edge of today’s global climate modeling 134 

capabilities for decadal-to-centennial length simulations (Haarsma et al., 2016). 135 

We perform these couplings on spatial and temporal scales relevant for atmosphere-to-136 

land, and land-to-subsurface interactions, an important consideration, given the recent work 137 

showing the importance of meteorological forcing resolution in representing the hydrologic cycle 138 

(Kampenhout et al., 2019; Maina et al., 2020b; Rhoades et al., 2016; Rhoades, Ullrich, Zarzycki, 139 

et al., 2018c; Wu et al., 2017). Climate conditions for EoC (2070-2100) and a 30-year historical 140 

period (1985-2015) are simulated to identify the median, wettest, and driest water year (WY) in 141 

each. We then simulate the subsequent watershed hydrology of each year using ParFlow-CLM 142 

forced with the meteorological conditions of each of the WYs. 143 

 144 

1. The Cosumnes watershed 145 

The Cosumnes River is one of the last rivers in the western United States without a major 146 

dam, offering a rare opportunity to isolate the impacts of a changing climate on the hydrodynamics 147 

without reservoir management consideration (Maina et al., 2020a; Maina and SiirilaWoodburn, 148 

2020). The watershed spans the Central Valley-Sierra Nevada interface and therefore represents 149 
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important aspects of the large-scale hydrology patterns of the state, namely the assessment of 150 

interactions between changes in precipitation, snowpack, streamflow, and groundwater across 151 

elevation and geologic gradients. Located in Northern California, USA, the Cosumnes watershed 152 

is approximately 7,000 km2 in size (Figure 1) and is between the American and the Mokelumne 153 

Rivers. Its geology ranges from low-permeability rocks typical of the Sierra Nevada landscape 154 

(volcanic and plutonic) to the porous and permeable alluvial depositions of the Central Valley 155 

aquifers. These are separated by very low-permeability marine sediments. The watershed 156 

topography includes a range of landscapes typical of the region (e.g. varying from flat agricultural 157 

land, rolling foothills, and steep mountainous hillsides), and elevation varies from approximately 158 

2500 m in the upper watershed to sea level in the Central Valley (Figure 1). The Sierra Nevada 159 

mountains are characterized by evergreen forest while the Central Valley hosts an intensive 160 

agricultural region including crops such as alfalfa, vineyards, as well as pastureland. Like other 161 

Californian watersheds, the climate in the Cosumnes is Mediterranean consisting of wet and cold 162 

winters (with a watershed average temperature equal to 0°C) and hot and dry summers (with 163 

watershed average temperature reaching 25°C) (Cosgrove et al., 2003). 164 
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 165 

Figure 1: The Cosumnes Watershed (a) location and geology (Jennings et al., 1977), the alluvium 166 

in blue corresponds to the Central Valley aquifers whereas the consolidated rocks in gray 167 

correspond to the Sierra Nevada and cross-cutting marine sediments, and (b) land cover (Homer 168 

et al., 2015). 169 

 170 

2. Experimental Design 171 

2.1. Variable Resolution Community Earth System Model (VR-CESM) 172 

Historical and EoC meteorological forcings are obtained from a simulation using the VR-173 

CESM at a regionally refined resolution of 28 km over the Northern Pacific Ocean through the 174 

western United States, including the Cosumnes watershed and a global resolution of 111 km 175 
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(Figure 2). CESM has been jointly developed by NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric 176 

Research) and the DOE (U.S. Department of Energy) and simulates a continuum of Earth system 177 

processes including the atmosphere, land surface, land ice, ocean, ocean waves, and sea ice and 178 

the interactions between them (Collins et al., 2006; Gent et al., 2011; Hurrell et al., 2013). VR-179 

CESM is a novel tool to perform dynamical downscaling as it allows for the interactions between 180 

the major components of the global climate system (e.g., atmosphere, cryosphere, land surface, 181 

and ocean) while allowing for regional-scale phenomena to emerge where regional refinement is 182 

applied, all within a single model (Huang et al., 2016; Rhoades et al., 2016; Rhoades, Ullrich, & 183 

Zarzycki, 2018b; Rhoades, Ullrich, Zarzycki, et al., 2018c).  184 

      185 
Figure 2: Variable Resolution Community Earth System Model (VR CESM) grid for (a) globe and 186 

(b) coastal western US with the Cosumnes watershed overlaid in dark gray. 187 

 188 

The atmospheric model used for these simulations is the Community Atmosphere Model 189 

(CAM) version 5.4 with the spectral element dynamical core, with an atmospheric dynamics time 190 

step of 75 seconds, an atmospheric physics time step of 450 seconds, a prognostic treatment of 191 

rainfall and snowfall in the microphysics scheme (Gettelman and Morrison, 2015) and run under 192 

Atmosphere Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) protocols (Gates, 1992). AMIP protocols 193 

include coupling the atmosphere-land-surface models and monthly-prescribed sea-surface 194 
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temperatures and sea-ice extents. Simulations with VR-CESM are performed for 30-year periods 195 

based on the climates from a historical period (1985-2015) and an EoC period (2070-2100). EoC 196 

simulations, analogous to Rhoades, Ullrich, & Zarzycki, 2018, are bounded by estimates of future 197 

changes in ocean conditions derived from a fully-coupled bias-corrected CESM simulation 198 

(assuming historical ocean simulation biases will be similar in the future simulation) and forced 199 

by greenhouse gases and aerosol concentrations assumed in the RCP8.5 emissions scenario. 200 

Historical VR-CESM outputs have been compared with reanalyses and future VR-CESM outputs 201 

have been analyzed for shifts in hydrometeorological extremes in further detail in Rhoades et al., 202 

2020 a,b. To couple the outputs with ParFlow-CLM, we regrid the unstructured 28km VR-CESM 203 

data over the Cosumnes watershed using bilinear interpolation in the Earth System Modeling 204 

Framework (Jones, 1999) to a final resolution of approximately 11 km (i.e. 57 grids over the 205 

Cosumnes watershed). Notably, each of the spectral elements in the VR-CESM grid, shown in 206 

Figure 1, has a 4x4 set of Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL) quadrature nodes where equations of 207 

the atmospheric model are solved (Herrington et al., 2019). Therefore, the actual resolution at 208 

which the atmospheric dynamics and physics are solved in VR-CESM are at higher-resolution 209 

(~28km) than is shown in Figure 1, making these some of the highest resolution global Earth 210 

system model simulations over California to date (Haarsma et al., 2016).  211 

To identify if VR-CESM is fit for purpose to simulate historical dry, median, and wet WYs, 212 

and inform potential biases in future projections (over California and, more specifically, the 213 

Cosumnes watershed), we first conduct a model comparison to a widely used observational 214 

product, the Parameter-elevation Relationships on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM; Daly et al., 215 

2008) at 4 km resolution analogous to Rhoades et al., (2020a). However, in this study, we focus 216 

our assessment of VR-CESM fidelity over California and the Cosumnes watershed. PRISM 217 
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provides daily precipitation, mean dewpoint temperature and maximum and minimum surface 218 

temperature, and vapor pressure. PRISM precipitation and temperature data spanning 1981-2019 219 

are compared with the VR-CESM 1985-2015 simulations.  We note that a mismatch in time period 220 

(1981-2019 versus 1985-2015) is deliberate. VR-CESM is simulated under AMIP-protocols 221 

(bounded by monthly observed sea-surface temperatures and sea-ice extents), and therefore we do 222 

not expect VR-CESM to exactly recreate past historical WYs.  However, we do expect that our 223 

30-year simulation can reasonably recreate the range of WY types over California and the 224 

Cosumnes, which is why we utilize the broader range of PRISM WYs that are available.  For this 225 

comparison, we regrid the unstructured VR-CESM data to 4km resolution (the native resolution 226 

of PRISM) using the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF) Offline Re-gridding Weight 227 

Generator in the NCAR Command Language (NCL, 2021).  228 

The comparison (discussed in appendix A) indicates that VR-CESM reasonably reproduces 229 

the historical WY conditions (i.e., interannual range of PRISM precipitation largely overlaps with 230 

the range of model bias simulated by VR-CESM). VR-CESM generally simulates a wetter 231 

historical period over the Cosumnes (range of bias of 1330 mm) relative to PRISM (range of 232 

interannual variability of 1320 mm). Basin-average minimum (421 mm) and maximum (1740 mm) 233 

WY accumulated precipitation are slightly larger than those of PRISM. Of relevance to this study, 234 

PRISM has shown notable uncertainties in the Sierra Nevada. Lundquist et al., 2015 showed that 235 

an underrepresentation of the most extreme storm total precipitation in the Sierra Nevada can result 236 

in an upper-bound uncertainty of 20% in WY accumulated precipitation in PRISM. Therefore, the 237 

wettest WY simulated by VR-CESM is well within the 20% uncertainty range of PRISM’s wettest 238 

WY (1580 ± 316 mm). Further, differences in basin-average WY accumulated precipitation 239 

between VR-CESM and PRISM are non-significant using a t-test and assuming a p-value < 0.05. 240 
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As discussed in further detail below, we posit that atmospheric river-related precipitation is likely 241 

the driver of the wet bias mismatch with PRISM. However, we also note that the uncertainty 242 

bounds of the PRISM product WY precipitation totals in the Sierra Nevada are estimated to be 243 

upwards of ~20% too dry (e.g., Lundquist et al., 2015), particularly for extreme precipitation 244 

events such as atmospheric rivers and in mountainous terrain.  245 

 246 

2.2. Integrated Hydrologic Model: ParFlow-CLM 247 

The integrated hydrologic model ParFlow-CLM (Kollet & Maxwell, 2006; Maxwell, 2013; 248 

Maxwell & Miller, 2005) solves the transfer and interactions of water and energy from the 249 

subsurface to the lower atmosphere including: groundwater dynamics, streamflow, infiltration, 250 

recharge, evapotranspiration, and snow dynamics. The model describes 3D groundwater flow in 251 

variably saturated media with the Richards equation (equation 1, Richards, 1931) and 2D overland 252 

flow with the kinematic wave equation (equation 2).  253 

𝑆!𝑆"(𝜓#)
$%!
$&

+ 𝜙 $!"(%!)
$&

= 𝛻. [𝐾(𝑥)𝑘)(𝜓#)𝛻(𝜓# − 𝑧)] + 𝑞*           (1) 254 

Where is 𝑆!	the specific storage (L-1), 𝑆"(𝜓#) is the degree of saturation (-) associated 255 

with the subsurface pressure head 𝜓# (L), t is the time (T), 𝜙 is the porosity (-), 𝑘) is the relative 256 

permeability (-), z is the depth, 𝑞*	is the source/sink term (T-1) and 𝐾(𝑥) is the saturated hydraulic 257 

conductivity (L T-1). 258 

The kinematic wave equation is used to describe surface flow in two dimensions is defined 259 

as: 260 

−𝑘(𝑥)𝑘)(𝜓+)𝛻(𝜓+ − 𝑧) =
$‖%#,+‖

$&
− 𝛻. �⃗�‖𝜓+, 0‖ − 𝑞)(𝑥)           (2) 261 
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Where 𝜓+ is the ponding depth, ‖𝜓+, 0‖ indicates the greater term between 𝜓+ and 0, �⃗� is 262 

the depth averaged velocity vector of surface runoff (L T-1),	𝑞) is a source/sink term representing 263 

rainfall and evaporative fluxes (L T-1). 264 

Surface water velocity at the surface in x and y directions, (𝜐.) and (𝜐/) respectively, is 265 

computed using the following set of equations: 266 

𝜐. =
0!$,&
1

𝜓+
'
(	and   𝜐/ =

0!$,)
1

𝜓+
'
(                         (3) 267 

Where 𝑆2,. and 𝑆2,/ friction slopes along x and y respectively and 𝑚 is the manning coefficient. 268 

ParFlow employs a cell-centered finite difference scheme along with an implicit backward Euler 269 

scheme and the Newton Krylow linearization method to solve these nonlinear equations. The 270 

computational grid follows the terrain to mimic the slope of the domain (Maxwell, 2013). 271 

ParFlow is coupled to the Community Land Model (CLM) to solve the surface energy and 272 

water balance, which enables interactions between the land surface and the lower atmosphere and 273 

the calculation of key land surface processes governing the system hydrodynamics such as 274 

evapotranspiration, infiltration, and snow dynamics. CLM models the thermal processes by closing 275 

the energy balance at the land surface given by: 276 

𝑅3(𝜃) = 𝐿𝐸(𝜃) + 𝐻(𝜃) + 𝐺(𝜃)               (4) 277 

Where 𝜃 = 𝜙𝑆4is the soil moisture, 𝑅3is the net radiation at the land surface (E/LT) a 278 

balance between the shortwave (also called solar) and longwave radiation, 𝐿𝐸 is the latent heat 279 

flux (E/LT) which captures the energy required to change the phase of water to or from vapor, H 280 

is the sensible heat flux (E/LT) and G is the ground heat flux (E/LT).  281 

More information about the coupling between ParFlow and CLM can be found in Maxwell 282 

& Miller, (2005). CLM uses the following outputs of the VR-CESM model at 3-hourly resolution 283 

to solve the energy balance at the land surface: precipitation, air temperature, specific humidity, 284 
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atmospheric pressure, north/south and east/west wind speed, and shortwave and longwave wave 285 

radiation.  286 

We constructed a high-resolution model of the Cosumnes watershed with a horizontal 287 

discretization of 200 m and vertical discretization that varies from 10 cm at the land surface to 30 288 

m at the bottom of the domain. The model has 8 layers, the first 4 layers represent the soil layers 289 

and the other four the deeper subsurface. The total thickness of the domain is 80 m to ensure 290 

appropriate representation of water table dynamics. Observed water table depths (as measured at 291 

several wells located in the Central Valley portion of the domain) vary between approximately 50 292 

m and the land surface through a multi-year time period (Maina et al., 2020a). Therefore, to be 293 

conservative for imposing the lower boundary layer, anything below 80 m is expected to remain 294 

fully saturated. The resulting model comprises approximately 1.4 million active cells and was 295 

solved using 320 cores in a high-performance computing environment. The Cosumnes watershed 296 

is bounded by the American and Mokelumne rivers. We, therefore, impose weekly varying values 297 

of Dirichlet boundary conditions along these borders to reflect the observed changes of river stage. 298 

The eastern part of the watershed corresponding to the upper limit in the Sierra Nevada is modeled 299 

as a no-flow (i.e., Neumann) boundary condition. Hydrodynamic parameters required to solve the 300 

surface and subsurface flows (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, specific storage, porosity, and 301 

van Genuchten parameters) are derived from a regional geological map (Geologic Map of 302 

California, 2015; Jennings et al., 1977) and a literature review of previous studies (Faunt et al., 303 

2010; Faunt and Geological Survey (U.S.), 2009; Gilbert and Maxwell, 2017; Welch and Allen, 304 

2014). We use the 2011 National Land Cover Database (NLCD) map (Homer et al., 2015) to 305 

define land use and land cover required by CLM. We further delineate specific croplands (notably 306 

alfalfa, vineyards, and pasture) in the Central Valley by using the agricultural maps provided by 307 
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the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) of the US Department of 308 

Agriculture's (USDA) Cropland Data Layer (CDL) (Boryan et al., 2011). Vegetation parameters 309 

are defined by the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) database (IGBP, 2018). 310 

A complete description of the model parameterization can be found in Maina et al. (2020a). The 311 

model has been extensively calibrated and validated using various datasets, including remotely 312 

sensed data and ground measurements, which are however very sparse in the area. Model 313 

validation which consists in comparing both surface and subsurface hydrodynamics (groundwater 314 

and river stages) and land surface processes was performed over a period that includes extremely 315 

dry and wet years. The reasonable agreement between observations and simulated variables has 316 

allowed us to conclude that the model can capture these extreme dynamics. Annual average 317 

differences between simulated and measured river stages and groundwater levels vary between 0.4 318 

and 0.8 m and 0.47 to 3.73 m respectively. Key land surface processes (evapotranspiration, soil 319 

moisture, and snow dynamics) were also in agreement with remotely sensed values. For example, 320 

annual average differences between the measured and simulated snow water equivalent, soil 321 

moisture, and evapotranspiration are equal to 3mm, 0.2, and 0.036 mm/s respectively. Simulated 322 

key parameters controlling the snow dynamics such as peak snow and timing of snow ablation 323 

were also in agreement with remotely sensed data for both dry and wet years. More details about 324 

model calibration and validation can be found in previous publications (Maina et al., 2020a, Maina 325 

et al., 2020b; Maina and SiirilaWoodburn, 2020c). The model has also been successfully used in 326 

recent investigations of post-wildfire and climate extremes hydrologic conditions and to assess the 327 

role of meteorological forcing scale on simulated watershed dynamics (Maina et al., 2020a, b; 328 

Maina and SiirilaWoodburn, 2020c). Initial conditions for pressure-head were obtained by a spin-329 

up procedure using the forcing of the historical median WY. We recursively simulated the 330 
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historical median WY forcing until the differences of storage at the end of the WY were less than 331 

1%, indicating convergence. This pressure head field is then used as the initial condition for each 332 

of the five WYs of interest (i.e. the EoC wet, EoC dry, historic wet, historic dry, EoC median). 333 

Though we acknowledge land cover alterations are expected to occur by the EoC (either naturally 334 

or anthropogenically), in this work we assume that the vegetation remains constant for both 335 

historical and EoC simulations for simplicity. Although outside of the scope of this work, future 336 

studies will investigate the impacts of an evolved land use/land cover, vegetation physiology, and 337 

resilience strategies to manage water resources. Further, while the Central Valley of California 338 

hosts intensive agriculture that is reliant on groundwater pumping for irrigation, we didn't 339 

incorporate pumping and irrigation in our model configuration.  We did this with the assumption 340 

that groundwater pumping rates may substantially change in the future due to new demands, 341 

policies, regulations, and changes in land cover and land use and aim to provide an estimate of the 342 

natural hydrologic system response to climate change. 343 

 344 

2.3. Analysis of EoC hydrodynamics  345 

To investigate how the EoC climate extremes affect water storages, we investigate five 346 

hydrologic variables: Snow Water Equivalent (SWE), Evapotranspiration (ET), Pressure-head (𝜓) 347 

distributions, and surface and subsurface water storage. Total groundwater (GW) storage is given 348 

by: 349 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒5" = ∑3*"678 ∆𝑥6 × ∆𝑦6 × ∆𝑧6 × 𝜓6 × I
!+,
9,
J         (5) 350 

where 𝑛5" is the total number of subsurface saturated cells (-), ∆𝑥6 and ∆𝑦6 are cell discretizations 351 

along the x and y directions (L), ∆𝑧6 is the discretization along the vertical direction the cell (L), 352 

𝑆*6 is the specific storage associated with cell i, 𝜓6 the pressure-head, and 𝜙6 is the porosity. 353 
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Total surface water (SW) storage which account for any water located at the land surface 354 

(i.e., any cell of the model with a pressure-head greater than 0) and includes river water or overland 355 

flow is calculated via:  356 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒!" = ∑3-"678 ∆𝑥6 × ∆𝑦6 × 𝜓6           (6) 357 

where 𝑛!" is the total number of cells with surface water i.e. with surface 𝜓 greater than 0 (-), and 358 

i indicates the cell.  359 

We compare each EoC WY simulation to its corresponding historical WY counterpart and 360 

both the historical and EoC medians. This allows us to assess how EoC extremes change relative 361 

to what is currently considered an extreme condition as well as to “normal” in the relevant time. 362 

Comparisons are shown as a percent change (PC) calculated using: 363 

𝑃𝐶6,& =
:./01234,05,,4;:67+28,52,,4

:67+28,52,,4
× 100           (3) 364 

where X is the model output (ET, SWE, or 𝜓) at a given point in space (i) at a time (t), baseline is 365 

the selected simulation (historical median, EoC median, or historical extreme), and projection 366 

represents the simulation obtained with the EoC extreme WYs (dry or wet). 367 

 368 

3. Results  369 

In this section, we present a subset of the outputs from VR-CESM (precipitation and 370 

temperature) to identify the extreme (dry and wet) and median WYs of interest. Changes in fluxes 371 

and storages over the course of each WY, as well as the spatial variability of these changes in two 372 

important periods of the WY (peak flow and baseflow) are also shown. 373 

 374 

3.1. Selection of the median, dry, and wet WYs 375 
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From the historical and EoC 30-year VR-CESM simulations we select the median, wettest, 376 

and driest WYs for comparison (see Figure 3a). Overall, the future WYs are ~30% wetter than the 377 

historical WYs (p-value ~0.006 for two-tailed t-test of equal average annual precipitation) in 378 

addition to being ~4.6ºC warmer. Precipitation and temperature variances are mostly similar in the 379 

historical and EoC simulations, though EoC minimum temperature may be more variable (p-value 380 

~0.059 for two-tailed f-test of equal variance in minimum temperature). On average the timing for 381 

the start, length, and end of precipitation is similar, though EoC precipitation may be less variable 382 

in its start time (p-value ~0.053 for f-test of equal variance in days to reach 5th percentile of annual 383 

precipitation). In the climate model, there are no clear trends between the precipitation timing 384 

metrics and total amount of precipitation.  385 

The EoC median WY is much wetter than its historical counterpart, with about ~250 mm 386 

more precipitation that begins approximately 1 week earlier and ends approximately 2 weeks 387 

earlier in the year. The EoC wettest WY is much wetter than the historical wettest WY and is 388 

characterized by 42% more precipitation. This is consistent with Allan et al. (2020), who suggest 389 

a wetter future. The EoC wettest WY is 3.8ºC warmer than the historical wettest WY and 4.6ºC 390 

warmer than the historical median WY, as the historical median WY is one of the coolest years in 391 

the series. Precipitation occurs earlier in the EoC wet WY compared to the historical wet or median 392 

WYs, with the 5th percentile of precipitation reached 12 days earlier in the EoC wettest WY than 393 

either the wettest or median historical WYs. The duration of the EoC wettest WY precipitation 394 

season (146 days) is between the historical wettest WY (133 days) and the historical median WY 395 

(155 days).   396 

The EoC dry WY is also much wetter than its historic counterpart; in fact, the EoC dry WY 397 

is wetter than the seven driest historical WYs of the 30-year historical ensemble. Simulation of 30 398 
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random draws from two identical normal distributions, repeated 100,000 times, finds that the 399 

lowest value in one is higher than the seven lowest values in the other only ~1.1% of the time (p-400 

value ~0.011).  This statistical test reveals that this VR-CESM simulation suggests that future dry 401 

years will be somewhat wetter than historical dry years. The EoC dry WY is only ~2.5ºC warmer 402 

than the historical dry WY. The divergence in temperature is smaller for the comparison of EoC 403 

and historical WYs of the dry extremes as opposed to the wet extremes because the historical dry 404 

WY is the second-warmest WY in the historical simulations, while the EoC dry WY is the third 405 

coolest in the EoC simulations. Precipitation in the EoC dry WY starts particularly early, with the 406 

5th percentile of annual precipitation reached by mid-October. This is much earlier than either the 407 

dry or median historical WYs, which don’t reach that percentile of precipitation until mid-to-late-408 

November. The historical dry WY also has a particularly short precipitation duration of only 97 409 

days, while the EoC dry WY has a 163-day precipitation duration, more similar to the median 410 

historical WY duration of 155 days.  411 
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 412 
Figure 3: (a) VR-CESM accumulated total precipitation for the historical and End of Century 413 

(EoC) simulations, and (b) quadrants for differences between each individual water year (WY) 414 

and the historical average temperature and accumulated precipitation in the Cosumnes watershed. 415 

The historical and EoC dry, median and wet WYs are indicated in blue and red, respectively. 416 

 417 

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of accumulated precipitation anomalies across 418 

California. These anomalies are computed for each of the six identified WYs relative to the 419 

climatological average (the 30-year historical mean). These spatial plots provide context for the 420 
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changes modeled in the Cosumnes watershed relative to broader precipitation changes California-421 

wide. As in the Cosumnes, California-wide EoC dry, median, and wet WYs are all characterized 422 

by higher precipitation totals than their historical counterparts. Importantly, the EoC wet WY is a 423 

true outlier not only in the Cosumnes but across California too. California lies at an important 424 

large-scale circulation transition, namely semi-permanent high-pressure systems associated with 425 

the Hadley circulation.  Therefore, how climate change alters the atmospheric dynamics over 426 

California, or more specifically how far northward storm-tracks may shift, remains uncertain and 427 

depends on climate model choice. This has led to papers that claim the future of California will be 428 

wet across a range of climate models (e.g., Neelin et al, 2013; Swain et al., 2013; Gershunov et al., 429 

2019; Rhoades et al., 2020b; Persad et al., 2020) and, for select climate models, that it could be 430 

drier.  Notably, these studies highlight an asymmetric response in the frequency of wet versus dry 431 

WYs (i.e., anomalously wet WYs increase in frequency much more in the future than anomalously 432 

dry WYs).  Many of the aforementioned studies also highlight that in anomalously wet WYs 433 

extreme precipitation events (e.g., atmospheric rivers) will occur with greater intensity and 434 

frequency and largely drive changes in WY precipitation totals (which is shown in our VR-CESM 435 

simulations for California in more detail in Rhoades et al., 2020b).  Given these complexities and 436 

others such as consideration for how dynamical and thermodynamical effects of climate change 437 

may interact with one another to offset or amplify extreme precipitation events (Payne et al., 2020), 438 

the hypothesis that global warming will result in a climate where the “wet gets wetter and dry gets 439 

drier” may be too simplistic of an assumption for California.  Rhoades et al., (2020b) shows 440 

quantitatively that the increases in precipitation observed in the VR-CESM outputs are due to a 441 

greater number of intense atmospheric river events that occur more regularly back-to-back, which 442 

was recently corroborated by Rhoades et al. (2021) using uniform-high-resolution CESM 443 
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simulations at different warming scenarios, and that atmospheric river precipitation totals increase 444 

at a much larger rate (+53%/K) than non‐AR precipitation totals (+1.4%/K), which agrees with 445 

findings made in other studies such as Gershunov et al. (2019). 446 

 447 
Figure 4: Precipitation spatial distributions of the dry, median, and wet water years (WY) for the 448 

30-year historical and EoC simulations relative to the climatological average (derived from the 30-449 

year historical mean) 450 

 451 

3.2. Changes in annual watershed-integrated fluxes and storages  452 

Figure 5 illustrates the annual changes in the integrated hydrologic budget of the Cosumnes 453 

watershed for the EoC WYs (i.e., median, dry, and wet) compared to the historical median WY. 454 

The EoC median WY compared to the historical median WY has 38% more precipitation and the 455 

temperature is 4.4°C higher.  Further, the precipitation phase also shifts with an increase in rainfall 456 

(54%) and a decrease in snowfall (-54%). This results in a significant decrease in SWE (-91%) 457 
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which is consistent with many other studies that have shown that increased temperatures due to 458 

climate change will lead to low-to-no snow conditions (Berghuijs et al., 2014; Cayan et al., 2008; 459 

Mote et al., 2005; Rhoades et al., 2018 a,b; Son & Tague, 2019).  The increase in temperature and 460 

precipitation results in an increase in ET (62%), consistent with the findings of other recent studies 461 

(e.g. McEvoy et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the larger amount of precipitation associated with the 462 

EoC is enough to offset higher ET demand and recharge groundwater and surface water, which 463 

experience an increase of 4% and 19% respectively. The EoC wet WY has similar changes as the 464 

EoC median WY when compared to the historical wet WY yet the magnitude of the increase in 465 

surface (21%), and groundwater (11%) storages are higher due to more precipitation and higher 466 

temperatures. The dry EoC WY is also characterized by higher precipitation (43%, the largest 467 

increase) than its historical counterpart, this results in large increases in total groundwater (8%) 468 

and surface water (38%) storages.  469 

 470 

Figure 5: Annual percent changes in precipitation, rainfall, snowfall, temperature, SWE, ET, 471 

surface water, and groundwater storages in the EoC water years (WY) (i.e median, dry, and wet) 472 

at the watershed scale relative to their historical counterparts. Info-graphic size scaled to EoC 473 

conditions.  474 

*Percent changes relative to historical counterpart water years. Info-graphic size scaled to conditions.   
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 475 

3.3. Temporal variation of watershed-integrated fluxes and storages  476 

Understanding the annual changes at the watershed scale is important to broadly 477 

understand changes in the water budget in response to future climate extremes. However, a deeper 478 

understanding of the processes that drive these changes and the interactions from atmosphere-479 

through-bedrock requires an analysis of their spatiotemporal variations as well.  Figure 6 shows 480 

the temporal variations of each of the historical and EoC WY’s integrated hydrologic budgets 481 

grouped by WY type (columns), with a top-down sequencing of hydrologic variables of interest in 482 

order from the atmosphere through subsurface (rows). This organization allows for the 483 

investigation of propagating impacts to be directly compared in time. In this section, we discuss 484 

historical vs EoC changes observed in each of the WY types (i.e., median, dry, and wet). Each WY 485 

shows unique hydrodynamic behaviors and changes compared to the historical conditions. The 486 

median WY sheds light on how changes in the precipitation phase and increases in temperature 487 

and precipitation in the EoC will impact the hydrodynamics. The dry WYs allow comparing EoC 488 

and historical low-to-no snow conditions whereas assessing the hydrodynamics of the EoC wet 489 

WY provides a better understanding of how intense EoC precipitation along with the warm EoC 490 

climate will shape the hydrology. 491 
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 492 

Figure 6: Temporal variations of the total cumulative precipitation, rainfall, and snowfall at the 493 

watershed scale, total SWE at the watershed scale, the average watershed values of soil moisture, 494 

the cumulative watershed ET, and the total surface water, and groundwater storages at the 495 

watershed scale associated with the six historical and EoC Water Years (WY).  The blue area 496 

indicates the selected peak flow period while the gray area corresponds to the selected baseflow 497 

conditions for the spatial distribution analyses.  498 
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 499 

3.3.1. Median water years 500 

As indicated in section 3.1, the EoC median WY has more precipitation than the historical 501 

median WY. The EoC precipitation comes mainly as rain due to the warmer temperatures of the 502 

EoC and includes virtually no snowfall from late-winter to early-spring. This precipitation phase-503 

change combined with the earlier snowfall cessation date in the WY results in minimal and even 504 

non-existent SWE in the Cosumnes watershed for much of the WY, a significant change compared 505 

to historic conditions. EoC peak SWE occurs in February in contrast to the historical peak SWE, 506 

which occurs in April. Due to the watershed’s relatively low elevation, snow accumulates only in 507 

the upper part of the Cosumnes watershed (~10% of the total watershed area). Only areas located 508 

in the highest elevations (> 2000 m), such as the eastern limit of the watershed, show any SWE in 509 

the EoC simulations whereas in the historical WYs we observed SWE as low as 1000 m.  510 

The decrease in snow and the increase in rain along with an earlier onset of seasonal 511 

precipitation directly impacts soil moisture, which sees an early increase with a slightly higher 512 

peak than historical. As more water is available earlier in the EoC, the ET demand from increased 513 

temperatures is met until substantially higher summer temperatures increase ET at a much faster 514 

rate than the historical WY. The high EoC ET and the lack of snowmelt cause the soil to rapidly 515 

dry from late-spring through late-summer.  516 

Because of the marked increase in total precipitation and shift from snow to rain in the EoC 517 

simulations, surface water storage generally increases throughout the WY. This is consistent with 518 

previous studies (Gleick, 1987; He et al., 2019; Maurer, 2007; Safeeq et al., 2014; Son & Tague, 519 

2019; Vicuna & Dracup, 2007; Vicuna et al., 2007). Surface water storage increases in early 520 

November in the EoC simulations while in the historical simulations this increase occurs in 521 
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January. Similar to the earlier peak SWE and soil moisture, the peak surface water storage in the 522 

EoC is also earlier (January through February) compared to the historical period (March through 523 

April). This late-season surface water storage remains larger because the accumulated precipitation 524 

is large enough to overcome the increased ET in a warmer climate. Similar to surface water storage, 525 

groundwater storage increases earlier and peaks at a larger amount than the historical WY. 526 

However, in contrast to the surface water storage, the groundwater storage during baseflow 527 

conditions is lower in the median EoC compared to the median historical year. This decrease in 528 

groundwater during baseflow conditions is due to the lack of snowmelt and higher EoC ET. In 529 

late-spring and summer in the EoC, groundwater keeps depleting through ET and is not recharged 530 

by snowmelt through surface and subsurface flows from the Sierra Nevada as in the historical 531 

period. This may indicate that compared to surface water storages, groundwater storage may be 532 

more sensitive to EoC hydroclimatic changes (which are multi-fold, and in this case include an 533 

increase in precipitation, a transition from snow to rain, and higher ET). One way to quantitatively 534 

measure this sensitivity is to compare the seasonal change in water storage between peak and 535 

baseflow conditions. Historically, changes between peak and baseflow conditions (i.e., the amount 536 

of water lost between peak and base flow) resulted in moderate seasonal changes in groundwater 537 

storage (30%) and surface water storage (32%). The EoC simulations reveal larger seasonal 538 

variation for groundwater and surface water storage (40% and 37% decreases, respectively). 539 

Groundwater in the Cosumnes Watershed is mainly recharged in the headwaters and stored in the 540 

Central Valley. Therefore, these Central Valley aquifers experience earlier and larger increases in 541 

storage which lead to more water available to ET and therefore aquifer depletion. A deeper 542 

understanding of this phenomenon requires an analysis of the spatial patterns of these changes 543 

which is performed later on in this study.      544 
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 545 

3.3.2. Dry water years 546 

All EoC WYs are characterized by higher precipitation in the form of rainfall compared to 547 

their historical counterparts. The historical dry WY has ~43% less total precipitation than the EoC 548 

dry WY. However, we note that for the EoC dry WY the decrease in snowfall is less drastic than 549 

the median or wet EoC years. This is because the historically driest WY is significantly warmer 550 

than the historical average WY, and therefore already has a smaller snowpack, 94% lower than the 551 

historical median WY. The EoC dry WY SWE also accumulates two months earlier than the 552 

historical SWE. Because the differences in SWE between the dry WYs are smaller than the 553 

differences in SWE between the median WYs (7% versus 91%), we can deduce that the early and 554 

larger rise in soil moisture in the EoC dry WY is mostly due to an earlier and larger amount of 555 

rainfall. The higher soil moisture and EoC temperatures result in higher ET throughout the WY 556 

compared to the historical WY. This ET results in lower soil moisture by the end of the summer, 557 

similar to the median WY. In addition, surface water storage peaks earlier and at a larger amount 558 

compared to the historical WY. The surface water storage in the EoC remains higher throughout 559 

the WY compared to its historical counterpart despite this higher ET due to the low precipitation 560 

associated with the historical dry WY. We further note that the difference in surface water storage 561 

during baseflow conditions between the two dry WYs is higher than the difference between the 562 

two median WYs. The groundwater recharge starts two months earlier in the EoC driest WY 563 

compared to the historical driest WY due to the changes in timing and magnitude of precipitation. 564 

However, it is interesting to note that groundwater storage during baseflow conditions in the EoC 565 

WY is nearly equal to the historical WY (within 3%). Thus, although more water enters the EoC 566 

dry WY system through greater precipitation, it eventually exits by the end of the WY and no 567 
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considerable net gains to groundwater are observed. This significant reduction in groundwater 568 

storage from late-winter to end-of-summer is a result of the much larger EoC ET and highlights 569 

the dynamic nature of the EoC dry year watershed interactions. Also similar to the median WY, 570 

dry WY seasonal decreases in EoC storage are more pronounced in the groundwater signal (36%) 571 

than in the surface water signal (33%). We further note that the decreases in groundwater and 572 

surface water storages are, as in the median WY, larger (+8%) than the historical decreases. 573 

 574 

3.3.3. Wet water years 575 

The EoC wet WY is significantly wetter than all other WYs. Yet, unlike the historical WY, 576 

the precipitation largely comes as rain, as shown by the low-to-no snowfall and SWE totals (Figure 577 

6). The difference in future versus contemporary wet WY SWE (99%) is larger than the differences 578 

between the median and the dry WYs (91%). As in other WYs, soil moisture increases earlier 579 

compared to the historical wet WY. A greater water availability enables the system to meet the 580 

high EoC ET demand. Hence, ET in the EoC wettest year remains higher than the historical wettest 581 

year ET throughout the WY. However, the increase in ET, combined with the lack of snowmelt 582 

that can buffer and recharge soil moisture in spring, leads to less soil moisture at the end of the 583 

WY compared with the historical WY. Further, surface water storage increases earlier and at a 584 

much faster rate in the EoC WY compared to the historical WY. This is mirrored in the 585 

groundwater storages. As in the other EoC simulations, when compared to the historical 586 

counterpart the EoC wettest year shows a sharper decline in seasonal above and below ground 587 

water storage changes (occurring between peak flow and baseflow). Groundwater storage 588 

decreases 47% in the EoC between peak flow and baseflow, whereas only a 41% decrease occurs 589 
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in the historical wet WY. Similarly, surface water storage decreases 44% in the EoC whereas only 590 

a 41% decrease occurs in the historical wet WY.  591 

      592 

3.4. Spatial patterns of the changes in fluxes and pressure-heads  593 

3.4.1. Median water years 594 

To provide a deeper understanding of how the changes in precipitation timing, magnitude, 595 

and phase affect the land surface processes and surface and subsurface hydrodynamic responses, 596 

we assess the spatial patterns of these changes during two key periods in the WY, peak flow and 597 

baseflow. Figure 7 shows the percent changes in ET, surface water pressure-heads, and subsurface 598 

pressure-heads (i.e., pressure-heads of the model bottom layer) in the EoC median WY compared 599 

to the historical median WY during peak flow and baseflow conditions (see the time frames in 600 

Figure 6). Regions in red correspond to areas with smaller fluxes or pressure-heads in the EoC 601 

compared to the historical ones, whereas regions in blue correspond to areas with larger fluxes or 602 

pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical median WY. We study peak flow and 603 

baseflow conditions because the analysis of the temporal variations of fluxes and storages has 604 

shown that these two periods are characterized by different trends and represent the key periods in 605 

understanding the hydrologic responses to the EoC extreme climate.  606 

Relative to the historical median WY, during peak flow the EoC median WY is 607 

characterized by an increased ET across the majority of the watershed, especially in the Central 608 

Valley, and larger surface water and subsurface pressure-heads (Figure 7a-c). ET increases in the 609 

EoC both because of the increase in water availability and increased evaporative demand, as 610 

discussed in the previous section (3.3.1.). The increase in ET is non-uniform across the watershed 611 

because of the heterogeneity of the landscape’s topographical gradients, land-surface cover, and 612 
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subsurface geological conditions. The Central Valley is characterized by a large increase in ET 613 

compared to the Sierra Nevada, and the patterns of ET in the Central Valley are also more 614 

homogeneous, a resultant of the geological characteristics of the area and the hydroclimate of the 615 

watershed (i.e. where most of the precipitation falls over the Sierra Nevada but follows topographic 616 

gradients downward into the valley where more recharge occurs). This leads to more water 617 

available in the Central Valley compared to the Sierra Nevada characterized by less permeable 618 

rocks. In addition, as most of the ET in the Central Valley comes from evaporation due to the high 619 

temperatures of the EoC (not shown here), the increase in evaporation is higher in the Central 620 

Valley due to its aquifers characterized by a high permeability (Maina and Siirila-Woodburn, 621 

2020) and the availability of water.  622 

Surface and subsurface pressure heads both show general increases during the EoC peak 623 

flow, yet these maps reveal that unlike ET the pressure head (and therefore storage) of water is 624 

very heterogeneous in space. For example, in the Sierra Nevada, we observe an increase in 625 

subsurface pressure-head (Figure 7c) only in some relatively permeable areas susceptible to 626 

infiltration and recharge. Although the Central Valley aquifers are more permeable and 627 

geologically less heterogeneous than the Sierra Nevada (as defined in the model), the changes in 628 

subsurface pressure-head in the Central Valley are heterogeneous. This is because the recharge of 629 

the Central Valley aquifers is dependent on the subsurface and surface flows from the headwater 630 

(i.e., connectivity to the headwater).  In other words, only areas of the Central Valley that are 631 

subject to stronger connectivity with the headwaters see an increase in subsurface pressure-head 632 

in the EoC, likely because they are more regularly recharged by the headwaters through surface 633 

and subsurface flows from these areas, a recharge that buffers the water depletion through ET. 634 
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These are mostly the areas located close to the streams where there is an exchange between the 635 

subsurface and the surface and the Sierra Nevada foothills (in the alluvium 3 area, see Figure 1). 636 

Relative to its historical counterpart, the EoC median WY is characterized by high ET 637 

during baseflow conditions though less than during peak flow conditions. (Figure 7d). We observe 638 

larger surface water pressure-heads in higher-order streams whereas surface water pressure-heads 639 

decrease in the EoC in the majority of the low-order, ephemeral streams (Figure 7e). This 640 

opposition of spatial pattern trends, resulting in more water in the main river channels, and less in 641 

the smaller streams, occurs for several reasons. First, peak flow occurs earlier in the EoC and is 642 

more rainfed, so that the ephemeral streams drain earlier in the EoC compared to in the historical 643 

period. This sustained and longer duration of draining increases the surface water pressure-head 644 

along the main river channels and is due to the contribution of the subsurface in the headwaters. 645 

This contribution is also higher in the EoC due to larger amounts of precipitation. The trends along 646 

the main river channel are also evident in the subsurface pressure-head maps (Figure 7f). Because 647 

the surface water is larger along the main channels, the subsurface pressure-heads are also larger 648 

here due to the interconnection between the subsurface and the surface (Figure 7f). However, in 649 

general, subsurface pressure-heads decrease elsewhere in the EoC during baseflow because of the 650 

lack of snowmelt and the higher ET demand. This result highlights the spatiotemporal complexity 651 

of an expected watershed’s response to changes in climate (shown here to be bi-directional), and 652 

how factors such as river proximity may be crucial for consideration.  653 
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 654 

Figure 7: Comparisons between EoC median water year (WY) and the historical median WY peak 655 

flow and baseflow spatial distributions of percent changes in ET (PCET), surface water (PCΨS) and 656 

subsurface (PCΨB) pressure-heads. Regions in red correspond to areas with smaller fluxes or 657 

pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical ones, whereas regions in blue correspond to 658 

areas with larger fluxes or pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical WY. 659 

 660 

3.4.2. Dry water years 661 

Figure 8 illustrates the percent changes in ET, surface water, and subsurface pressure-heads 662 

in the EoC dry WY compared to the historical dry WY during peak flow and baseflow conditions. 663 

During peak flow conditions, the EoC dry WY has larger ET, surface, and subsurface pressure-664 

heads than the historical dry WY (Figure 8a-c). ET is larger in this EoC dry WY not only because 665 

it is hotter, but also because there is more precipitation, as noted previously. Increases in surface 666 

pressure-heads are non-uniform across the domain. For example, surface water does not increase 667 

in high elevation areas (i.e. elevation > 2000m) in the EoC dry WY because the change in the 668 

precipitation phase is not significant. The main difference between the EoC and the historical dry 669 
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WY is the amount of the water flowing down gradient, which is higher in the EoC, hence the 670 

surface water in the EoC becomes higher downstream. The increase in subsurface pressure-heads 671 

in the EoC dry WY during peak flow conditions is heterogeneous with patterns similar to the 672 

changes in subsurface pressure-heads associated with the EoC median WY.  673 

During baseflow conditions, even though ET increases in the EoC driest WY relative to 674 

the historical driest WY, surface, and subsurface pressure-heads also generally increase (Figure 675 

8d-f). Given wetter conditions in the driest EoC WY, first-order streams are more pronounced. A 676 

few low-order streams have less surface water in the EoC when compared to the historical dry 677 

WY, similar to the results of the median WYs (see section 3.4.2). Subsurface pressure-head is 678 

generally larger in areas subject to strong connectivity with the headwaters (i.e., receiving more 679 

water from the headwaters through subsurface and surface flows) in the EoC dry WY relative to 680 

the historical dry WY, with some regions experiencing no change from the historical conditions. 681 

This suggests that the larger amount of precipitation associated with the EoC dry WY is sufficient 682 

to supply enough water to account for high ET demands and recharge the groundwater. 683 

 684 

Figure 8: Comparisons between EoC dry water year (WY) and the historical dry WY peak flow 685 

and baseflow spatial distributions of percent changes in ET (PCET), surface water (PCΨS) and 686 
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subsurface (PCΨB) pressure-heads. Regions in red correspond to areas with smaller fluxes or 687 

pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical ones, whereas regions in blue correspond to 688 

areas with larger fluxes or pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical WY. 689 

 690 

3.4.3. Wet water years 691 

Figure 9 shows the percent changes in ET, surface water, and subsurface pressure-heads in 692 

the EoC wet WY compared to the historical wet WY during peak flow and baseflow conditions. 693 

During peak flow, the EoC wet WY is characterized by larger ET and subsurface pressure-heads 694 

relative to the historical wet WY and a more heterogeneous mixture of regions with both higher 695 

and lower surface water conditions throughout the catchment (Figure 9 a-c). Analogous to other 696 

WYs at EoC, the surface water pressure-head increases (decreases) are apparent in larger-order 697 

(smaller order) streams, both in the Sierra Nevada and in the Central Valley. In the wettest WY, 698 

this occurs for several reasons. First, the larger volume of precipitation, plus seasonal shifts in 699 

precipitation timing result in the filling of the higher-order streams and depletion of the lower-700 

order streams during peak flow. Second, in the historical wet WY, a significantly greater amount 701 

of snowpack is present in the Sierra Nevada in the upper elevation of the headwaters, allowing for 702 

slower, steadier amounts of water that is released during the spring via snowmelt, and in turn, 703 

supporting low-order streams over a longer period of time. The latter effect is immediately visible 704 

in Figure 9e, where decreases in EoC surface pressure heads are visible in the headwaters, despite 705 

the watershed-total showing an increase in EoC surface water storage during baseflow (see Figure 706 

6). Similar to the two previous EoC WYs, the subsurface pressure-head increases are shown more 707 

distinctly in the Central Valley during peak flow, under the main river channels, and in the foothills 708 

during baseflow (see previous sections on the discussion of hydroclimatic and geologic impacts).  709 
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 710 

Figure 9: Comparisons between EoC wet water year (WY) and the historical wet WY peak flow 711 

and baseflow spatial distributions of percent changes in ET (PCET), surface water (PCΨS) and 712 

subsurface (PCΨB) pressure-heads. Regions in red correspond to areas with smaller fluxes or 713 

pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical ones, whereas regions in blue correspond to 714 

areas with larger fluxes or pressure-heads in the EoC compared to the historical WY. 715 

 716 

4. Discussion 717 

4.1 Comparison with previous studies 718 

Some of the results presented in this study are qualitatively in agreement with previous 719 

studies yet provide important new insights. For example, Maurer & Duffy, (2005) used 10 global 720 

climate models to predict, as in this study, an increase in winter flows with an earlier peak flow 721 

timing in the WY and a decrease in summer flows. Maurer & Duffy show that mid-century 722 

projected annual precipitation and streamflow increases of 7% and 13% (respectively). Although 723 

our study focused on EoC projections, we found that compared to the historical median WY, 724 

annual surface water will increase by 19% in the EoC median WY. Compared to their findings, 725 
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our work sheds light on how these changes in runoff will occur across the watershed based on its 726 

physical characteristics and highlights that while runoff will increase in the EoC lower-order 727 

streams mainly located in the Sierra Nevada will see a decrease due to the change in the 728 

precipitation phase. Mallakpour et al., (2018) also had a similar finding in a study that shows that 729 

future California streamflow is altered similarly to Maurer & Duffy, (2005) under both the RCP4.5 730 

and RCP8.5 emissions scenarios, with RCP8.5 showing the highest changes during peak flow. 731 

However, contrary to our work the authors mentioned that the annual changes in streamflow will 732 

not be significant probably due to the compensation between increases in peak flow and decreases 733 

in baseflow. This was likely shaped by the differences in climate and hydrologic models used to 734 

derive these conclusions. Similar changes in streamflow were obtained by He et al., (2019) who 735 

drove the hydrologic model VIC with 10 global climate models to understand potential changes in 736 

runoff in California due to climate change. Hydrologic changes computed from the 10 global 737 

climate models were consistent and robust and showed an increase of around 10% in annual 738 

streamflow by the late century, a percentage similar to what has been found in this study. The 739 

authors mentioned that watershed characteristics such as geology, topography, and land cover 740 

strongly impact the hydrologic response to climate change. Relationships between watershed 741 

characteristics (e.g., physiographic parameters) and its responses to climate change were further 742 

explored by Son & Tague, (2019) who highlighted that because vegetation and subsurface geology 743 

control both water availability and energy demand, they in turn influence watershed sensitivity to 744 

a changing climate as shown in this study.  745 

The increases in groundwater storage shown in this study are also in agreement with 746 

Niraula et al., (2017) who used the hydrologic model VIC to show that groundwater recharge will 747 

likely increase in the northern portion of the western United States in a changing climate. However, 748 
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contrary to their work that estimates changes in groundwater recharge over a large domain (i.e. the 749 

western United States). In this work, we show that groundwater recharge decreases in the summer 750 

in some areas due to the lack of snowmelt and high EoC ET. Increases in ET in response to global 751 

warming were also documented by Pascolini-Campbell et al., (2021) who showed a 10% increase 752 

in global ET from 2003 to 2019.  753 

An advantage of our approach is a more explicit estimate of spatiotemporal changes in 754 

groundwater-surface water feedbacks because Parflow-CLM physically solves the transfer and 755 

movement of water from the bedrock to the canopy. Additionally, the aforementioned studies used 756 

different emission scenarios and models to project changes in hydrology, nonetheless, their results 757 

have shown that the directions of the observed changes are consistent across models and emission 758 

scenarios and only the magnitude of these changes is uncertain. Hence, the trends observed in this 759 

study using a single model and emission scenario likely represent the trends we would observe 760 

using different models and scenarios. While our results show similar patterns and changes, our 761 

study provides a much finer-grained perspective on the sensitivity of a watershed to changes in 762 

climate extremes based on its subsurface geology, topography, and land cover. It also highlights 763 

that the spatiotemporal analyses of these changes may reveal different trends than if only assessed 764 

as annual changes. Understanding these localized changes and sensitivities is critical and has 765 

practical implications for water management.  766 

 767 

4.2 Implications for water resources management 768 

Because our work provides a better understanding of the spatiotemporal changes in 769 

hydrodynamics in response to future extremes, our findings also have important implications for 770 

water resources in California. While previous work more broadly focused on how temperature 771 
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increases will alter the precipitation phase and reduce seasonal snowpack and increase winter 772 

runoff, this work brings new physical and more granular insights into how watersheds may respond 773 

to climate extremes. In particular, both wet and dry WYs in the future experience increased 774 

precipitation. As such, even in future dry WYs, water managers and stakeholders may need to 775 

prepare more for large precipitation events that may increase the possibility of flooding and require 776 

new infrastructure management strategies. For example, in a future where WYs are generally 777 

wetter, having alternatives for water supply during periods of sustained drought could be less 778 

important. However, as we show in this paper, shifts in precipitation timing, phase, and magnitude 779 

have cascading impacts on soil moisture profiles and ET withdrawals, which subsequently impact 780 

discharge and groundwater dynamics.  Future shifts in water availability earlier in the year, as well 781 

as more dynamic transitions between peak and baseflow conditions (as quantified here), may 782 

impose stresses on water distribution, especially those systems already under scrutiny (e.g. those 783 

resources over-allocated or facing environmental degradation).  784 

In addition, while these projections show increases in surface water and groundwater 785 

storages at watershed-scale, our results also highlight important localized spatiotemporal changes 786 

across a watershed, where the assumption of water storage increase does not necessarily hold in 787 

all geographic locations (e.g., areas that are not close to the river in the Central Valley). Our study 788 

also shows that the decreases in groundwater storage in the Central Valley aquifers are more 789 

significant than the decreases in surface water storage during baseflow conditions. This may call 790 

for new conveyance infrastructure that can move water from the relatively wetter areas to the drier 791 

areas and/or where infiltration can more readily occur. The latter suggests solutions such as 792 

Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) could become an increasingly important climate change 793 

adaptation. Finally, our study also highlights that lower-order streams will likely become more 794 
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ephemeral in the EoC due to flashier runoff and higher evaporative demand, such conditions will 795 

have important implications for fish spawning and ecosystem nutrient cycling. Although our 796 

results are embedded with uncertainties and are based on a single projection and model, they do 797 

highlight the need for a revisitation of current water management strategies. Further studies using 798 

different climate and land-use scenarios and models of varying complexity and resolution could 799 

help build more confidence and provide more information in defining how future water 800 

management strategies would need to change to be more resilient to more extreme WYs in the 801 

future. 802 

 803 

4.3 Study limitations 804 

This study combines novel climate and hydrologic simulations that provide both 805 

advantages and disadvantages compared with previous work (He et al., 2019; Maurer & Duffy, 806 

2005; Niraula et al., 2017; M. Safeeq et al., 2014; Son & Tague, 2019).  We note several of these 807 

disadvantages below.  In the integrated hydrologic model, the subsurface geology and land cover 808 

characterization has inherent and, in some cases, irreducible uncertainty. This study uses 809 

hydrodynamic parameters as defined by Maina et al. (2020a), which assumes that the subsurface 810 

hydrodynamics from the Sierra Nevada to the Central Valley is almost completely hydrologically 811 

separated except through overland flow. However, it is not clear whether fractures or other 812 

macrostructures may drive more surface and subsurface flows from the headwaters to the Central 813 

Valley aquifers. In addition, we use the historical land surface cover map when simulating the 814 

EoC. Since vegetation will dynamically respond to a changing climate, the land surface cover used 815 

in the EoC simulations may be unrealistic and may influence, for example, ET and/or soil moisture. 816 

For example, it has been shown that the stomatal resistance of plants will change due to rising CO2 817 
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with important implications for both the water and energy balance (Lemordant et al., 2018; Milly 818 

& Dunne, 2017).  Yet, our use of historical land surface cover does have the advantage of isolating 819 

changes in fluxes associated with climate change alone and could be compared in future work with 820 

additional simulations that account for both changes in the land surface and climate. Future studies 821 

will assess the impact of changes in vegetation physiology and land surface cover on watershed 822 

hydrodynamics. In this study, we did not include the impacts of anthropogenic activities such as 823 

pumping and irrigation due to the uncertainties in predicting these fluxes in EoC. While these 824 

human interventions could substantially change the hydrologic system, our study isolates the 825 

impacts of a changing climate on the natural system. Future studies can now estimate the impacts 826 

of different pumping and irrigation scenarios at EoC that may further impact the hydrologic system 827 

hydrodynamics in a changing climate and compare and contrast with this work. Last, although our 828 

VR-CESM simulations represent a cutting-edge global climate model simulation (e.g., 28 km 829 

regional grid-refinement, coupled atmosphere-land simulation with prescribed ocean conditions, 830 

etc.), further work may be needed to evaluate how a more refined grid resolution impacts 831 

atmospheric process representation over the Cosumnes watershed, particularly in the headwaters 832 

(Maina et al., 2020b). We further acknowledge that the 30-year simulation may not be sufficient 833 

to capture certain climate extremes (e.g., 1-in-50-year storm).  Future studies, if computational 834 

resources are available, will seek to explore how the use of a longer time period might influence 835 

the identification of the most extreme dry and wet WYs from VR-CESM. 836 

 837 

5 Summary and Conclusions 838 

The effects of climate change are increasingly felt across many regions of the world, 839 

especially in hydrologically sensitive regions with Mediterranean climates such as California. 840 
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Many studies over the years have been conducted to better understand the hydroclimate of the EoC 841 

and its impacts on the hydrologic cycle. Previous studies have used a multitude of different models 842 

at varying complexity and climate scenarios to highlight that the future climate has multiple 843 

plausible outcomes. Most of these studies indicate warmer temperatures and precipitation that 844 

mostly falls as rain instead of snow. For example, the state of California is projected to experience 845 

more punctuated climate extremes coupled with a marked decrease in the Sierra Nevada snowpack 846 

(Cayan et al., 2008; Gleick, 1987; Musselman, Molotch, et al., 2017; Rhoades, Ullrich, & 847 

Zarzycki, 2018). Such drastic transitions have already started to shape the hydroclimate of 848 

California. Faced with this new normal, it is becoming increasingly important to assess how the 849 

integrated hydrologic cycle may respond to these perturbations and connect these responses more 850 

directly to water resource management, particularly with modeling frameworks that can better 851 

represent the interactions between the changing atmosphere and the surface and subsurface 852 

hydrology.  853 

In this work, we used state-of-the-art physics-based models at high resolutions for their 854 

respective communities to project changes in meteorological conditions at the EoC and assess how 855 

their combined effects influence watershed hydrology from the land surface to the deeper 856 

subsurface. Importantly, our approach to couple a variable resolution Earth System Model and an 857 

integrated hydrologic model allow for us to simulate hydro-meteorological conditions which are 858 

jointly driven by thermodynamical and dynamical shifts in climate. We model the Cosumnes 859 

watershed, which spans the Sierra Nevada and Central Valley and hosts one of the last rivers in 860 

the state without a large dam, as a testbed to understand how climate drivers will impact water 861 

resources in the EoC. We performed climate simulations over 30-year periods historically (1985-862 

2015) and at EoC (2070-2100) and identified the driest, median, and wettest WYs from those 863 
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simulations, which were then used as meteorological forcing for the hydrologic model. Our 864 

coupled simulations project that, for the Cosumnes watershed, temperature and precipitation will 865 

both increase by the EoC across all WY types (wettest, median, and driest). In addition, 866 

precipitation is projected to fall earlier compared to historical conditions and mainly in the form 867 

of rain. For the median and wet WYs the precipitation season has earlier cessation dates, while the 868 

dry EoC WY, which is wetter than its historical counterpart, persists significantly longer into the 869 

spring. As a consequence of warmer temperatures, all WYs show a substantial decrease in SWE. 870 

The shift of precipitation from snowfall to rainfall, as well as the increase in the amount of 871 

precipitation and the early start of precipitation lead to an overall increase in soil moisture and 872 

more water available to meet the higher EoC ET demand. Importantly, this increase in ET is 873 

heterogeneous across the watershed and highlights one of the main advantages of using an 874 

integrated hydrologic model such as the one we employed in this study to assess the spatiotemporal 875 

patterns of change. Our results show that the sensitivity to the changes in ET at EoC depends on 876 

the subsurface geology and topographical gradients.  More specifically: 877 

● The geological and topographical complexities of the Sierra Nevada headwaters 878 

lead to highly heterogeneous changes in ET. Changes in ET are higher in permeable 879 

areas such as the plutonic rocks where water can be more easily extracted.  880 

● ET changes in the Central Valley of the Cosumnes watershed are predominantly 881 

uniform with the highest sensitivities in the vicinity of the Cosumnes River due to 882 

the high availability of water.  883 

Precipitation increases enough in the EoC to provide water for both increased ET and 884 

increased surface water storage. Surface water storages also increase earlier in the WY and have 885 

higher peak amounts. This earlier and larger increase is a direct consequence of an earlier start in 886 
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precipitation at EoC, a marked change in the precipitation phase, and an overall larger amount of 887 

precipitation when compared with the historical WYs. However, our results also highlight that 888 

during baseflow conditions surface water decreases, especially in lower-order streams, showing 889 

that these areas are highly sensitive to the change in precipitation phase. Our simulations also show 890 

that the seasonal variability of the EoC watershed behavior is also more dynamic. In general, 891 

decreases in seasonal water storages occurring between peak flow and baseflow conditions are 892 

more than 10% higher in the EoC compared to the historical conditions. 893 

EoC groundwater storages are also projected to increase earlier in the WY with peaks 894 

greater than those found historically. Yet these storages decrease significantly during baseflow 895 

conditions due to the higher ET at EoC and the absence of recharge from snowmelt. Contrary to 896 

the changes in surface water storages, groundwater storages show a larger decrease due to their 897 

dependence on the surface water from the Sierra Nevada. Our results also show that changes in 898 

subsurface pressure-heads are not uniform and are bi-directional throughout the Cosumnes 899 

watershed. Because the connectivity between the Central Valley aquifers and the Sierra Nevada 900 

headwaters (i.e., subsurface and surface flows from the headwater to the Central Valley aquifers) 901 

plays an important role in the hydrodynamics of this watershed, only areas with a strong connection 902 

with the headwaters, such as the foothills and the river channels, see an increase in subsurface 903 

pressure-heads at EoC. However, the subsurface pressure-heads decrease elsewhere in the Central 904 

Valley aquifers especially in baseflow conditions due to the high ET and the lack of snowmelt. In 905 

the river channels, this is due to the exchange between the subsurface and the surface whereas the 906 

foothills characterized by the consolidated sediments serve as “spillover.” 907 

Our results provide novel understandings about possible changes in the integrated 908 

hydrologic response to changes in EoC climate extremes. An important caveat is that our 909 
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simulation was a single set of climate realizations and may not properly bound internal variability 910 

uncertainty like an ensemble of climate simulations could. However, beyond the widely agreed-911 

upon changes of decreased snowpack and shifts in runoff timing in the literature, we show that in 912 

this simulation: 1) EoC precipitation increases even in the driest years; 2) despite increased 913 

temperature, and hence ET, both groundwater and surface water storage increase relative to 914 

historical conditions because of increased precipitation; and 3) there is a distinct spatial pattern, 915 

particularly in surface water storage, in which smaller-order streams see reduced flow while the 916 

larger order streams see increased flow. These changes will have strong implications on natural 917 

resource management.  918 

 In this study, land cover changes are assumed to not occur, however, changes in land cover 919 

are expected to occur in the future, either naturally or anthropogenically. Further vegetation 920 

physiology will also change in response to an increase in CO2. Thus, future studies should 921 

investigate the impacts of these changes and how they may further alter the integrated hydrologic 922 

budgets. Additionally, future studies could also assess the effects of anthropogenic activities such 923 

as pumping and irrigation under a changing climate, other emissions scenarios, and/or the 924 

sequencing of variable end-member WYs and the interannual memory of the hydrologic system. 925 

Importantly, an understanding of this variability could be used to inform how water managers 926 

might prepare for more intense and/or intermittent extremes in the future. Future research could 927 

also use multiple emission scenarios to better assess the range in hydrodynamic responses 928 

dependent on the severity of climate change, especially those related to the magnitude and spatial 929 

location of the precipitation response since they are likely more uncertain and scenario-dependent 930 

than the trends at the watershed-scale.   931 
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Appendix A: Comparisons between VR-CESM and PRISM historical conditions  932 

Figure A1 highlights differences in dry, median, and wet WY accumulated precipitation 933 

relative to the 1981-2019 PRISM climatology.  VR-CESM generally recreates the spatial pattern 934 

of anomalous dry and wet patterns across California for each WY type.  This is shown via the 935 

common regions of minimum and maximum anomalies relative to the PRISM climatology.  936 

Notably, there are regions where VR-CESM anomalies are not consistent with PRISM.  This is 937 

primarily shown in the wettest water year in portions of the Central Valley, western slopes of the 938 

Sierra Nevada, and southern California.  This is likely correlated with resolution and the lack of 939 

orographic gradients (both valleys and peaks) in VR-CESM at 28km resolution.  Mismatches in 940 

accumulated precipitation may also be due to representation of atmospheric rivers (ARs) in VR-941 

CESM that were found to be generally larger, slightly more long-lived and make landfall more 942 

frequently over California (Rhoades et al., 2020b).  Figure A2 shows Cosumnes watershed WY 943 

accumulated precipitation and surface temperature.  WY accumulated precipitation is shown in 944 

Figure A 2a and 2b for PRISM and VR-CESM, respectively.  All WY accumulated precipitation 945 

simulated by VR-CESM over 1985-2015 are within the range in PRISM, save for the wettest WY.  946 

This is shown more explicitly in quadrant space in Figure A2c where the range of annual bias in 947 

VR-CESM relative to the range of interannual variability in PRISM for accumulated precipitation 948 

and temperature is shown.  VR-CESM generally simulates a wetter historical period over the 949 

Cosumnes (range of bias of 1330 mm) relative to PRISM (range of interannual variability of 1320 950 

mm).  Basin-average minimum (421 mm) and maximum (1740 mm) WY accumulated 951 

precipitation are slightly larger than is found in PRISM.  Of relevance to this study, PRISM has 952 

shown notable uncertainties in the Sierra Nevada.  Lundquist et al., 2015 showed that an 953 

underrepresentation of the most extreme storm total precipitation in the Sierra Nevada can result 954 
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in an upper-bound uncertainty of 20% in WY accumulated precipitation.  Therefore, the wettest 955 

WY of VR-CESM is well within the 20% uncertainty range of PRISM’s wettest WY (1580 ± 316 956 

mm).  Further, differences in basin-average WY accumulated precipitation between VR-CESM 957 

and PRISM are non-significant using a t-test and assuming a p-value < 0.05.  The range of 958 

temperature bias in VR-CESM (2.74 °C) relative to the range of PRISM interannual variability 959 

(2.93 °C) was also within the temperature uncertainties discussed in Strachan and Daly, 2017.  960 

They showed that a general cool-bias in PRISM temperatures were found on the leeside of the 961 

Sierra Nevada when compared with 16 out-of-sample in-situ observations across an elevation 962 

gradient of 1950 to 3100 meters with an overall mean bias of −1.95 °C (maximum temperature) 963 

and −0.75 °C (minimum temperature).    964 

 965 
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Figure A1: Differences in the driest, median, and wettest water year accumulated precipitation 966 

over California in a) PRISM and b) VR-CESM relative to the 1981-2019 PRISM climatology.  967 

The Cosumnes watershed boundary is outlined in gray. 968 

 969 

Figure A2: Cosumnes watershed accumulated precipitation totals in a) PRISM (gray; 1981-2019) 970 

and b) VR-CESM (blue; 1985-2015) with dry, median, and wet years emboldened. c) shows 971 

differences in PRISM (gray) and VR-CESM (blue) relative to the PRISM climatology (1981-2019) 972 

in temperature and accumulated precipitation quadrant space.  Dry, median, and wet water years 973 

are emboldened. 974 

Data availability 975 

Data supporting the findings of this study can be found here: 976 

https://portal.nersc.gov/archive/home/a/arhoades/Shared/www/Hyperion/  977 
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